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A few years of battle, and the race was on. I needed to hop to the next moon, but I had no
way to properly refuel. I'd had more than enough of an engineering headache for one day; I
started a few trackers and left the cockpit. I just had to pray that the next satellite had fuel,
and not just "a little." Kerbal Space Program 1.8.1 (33459) DLC Planet Mun was lucky. It had

enough for three landers, including one to transport my Kerbal. That wasn't all, though.
There was also a reasonably sizable rocket launcher. It was perfect. I couldn't use the

launcher; it had to be jury-rigged to hold my lander, but the rest of it? It fit inside a single
window, and was ready to be used at my convenience. The next time I landed, my first full-
sized construction was done. The launcher was a core part of the design, and I'd reused it
on each subsequent attempt. First my second-to-last effort, then my last, and now I was
going to finish what I had begun. It was a small step on the surface, but another in the

engine. It was a micro-brake rocket. The liquid oxygen and kerosene had been preheated
by the fuel squirters on my last tank. Now, the valves just needed to be activated. That

part, I knew. The first part was getting my hands dirty. I opened a new window, and started
a piloting program. Each engine is activated by a single button on the keyboard, and brings

your throttle up to 10% speed. As the engine is activated, the throttle flashes. I took the
throttle up to 10, then set it right at the backburner. There was nothing to lose by getting a

little mad. If you don't get it right, you can just restart the process.
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The accidental, but
otherwise successful
moon landing has set
the rest of the series
off to the races. You
unlock more Kerbals,
and three new types

of spacecraft, to
create evocative new
scenes, and then you

take them to
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different places, and
stage the kind of

accidental moments
that make for good
story-telling. The
series' modding

community has been
working overtime to
make it their own.

It's now considerably
more dangerous for
the Kerbals to enter

the atmosphere,
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making up for the
lack of a soft landing.

The sky is dotted
with blasts of fire and

billowing clouds of
smoke. It's a fitting
addition that makes

sure you always
appreciate your

engineering skills,
whatever form

they're hiding. With
some of the best-
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looking graphics out
there, Kerbal

manages to maintain
the feel of a rough

and tumble sim. The
control system is

back to basics again.
You fly the ship with
joysticks and the fire
button, and that's it.
I can't tell you what

happened to the
mouse button that
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was part of the
original, but I'd love
to see it return. The
game controls more

like a space
simulator again,

rather than a physics
sandbox, and it's

refreshing. Kerbal's
flying through space
is varied and exciting

as ever, with all
manner of neat
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situations. There's no
lack of places to

explore, whether it's
the moon, or the KSP
universe. Your Kerbal
will end up moving in

areas where there
aren't any Kerbals,
and that will be fun.
The presentation is
no less inventive.
That memorable,

unsettling intro has
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been perfectly
preserved. The new
Kerbal's cockpit still

looks kinda like a
robot's head, but

with 90s anime flair.
The soundtrack is

excellent too.
Anthemic, heavy,

and all too alien, it's
the perfect

accompaniment to
your adventures.
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